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Actor Character Page # Line Notes
Alicia Second Laundress 4 There was a certain king, named Midas. Net worth: one hundred billion. A/D

Alicia Second Laundress 10

He went out walking and with every step, the gravel under his feet turned to golden nuggets. Delighted, 
he put his hand to branches of trees and to flowers and he had gold branches and flowers. All day long he 
experimented, almost insane with happiness, that the whole of the world could become his personal 
treasure. Late at night, he stumbled back into the courtyard, laden with precious gold.

A/D

Alicia Narrator 12
One day Alcyone had heard that Ceyx had ordered his ship to be made ready for a sea voyage, to visit a far-
off oracle.

D

Alicia Narrator 13

She was hardly consoled, but she saw she could not hold out any longer in the face of his resolve. She 
allowed herself to be soothed and consented to his going. There were no more details left to be checked, 
no last-minute changes to make, and the men, arranged on their benches, were ready to row and go. He 
boarded and gave the sign. And then he turned to wave at her. She waved at him while the ribbon of black 
water widened between the ship and shore. She gazed at him until he was no longer distinguishable but 
still she could see the ship. And she narrowed her eyes to the horizon and watched it as it receded to a 
smaller and smaller object. And then the whole hull was gone, and only the sails remained, and then they, 
too, disappeared. She gazed still at the empty and desolate blue and then went to her empty bedroom to 
lie on the huge and vacant bed and give herself over to weeping.

A/D/L/T

Alicia Narrator 13
But as the sun was sinking in the West, the water, everywhere blue until now, began to be flecked with the 
whitecapped waves sailors dislike. The weather was worse with every moment for the winds were on the 
loose.

B

Alicia Narrator 14 But Poseidon and his Henchmamas had arrived. The rest was one enormous green catastrophe. B

Alicia Narrator 14
The men have lost their belief in their captain, their courage, their nautical skill, and even their will to live 
as they wait for the end. One weeps and groans aloud. Another, no braver, is silent, dumbstruck. One calls 
on the gods for mercy. Another curses his fate. And one says one word,

T/D

Alicia Narrator 15 Nothing left but the slow parade led by Hermes to the Underworld. T

S= Substituting words or phrases  B= Bobbled with a line/ stumbled thru J= Jumped cue         A= Added words or phrases      C= checked the script 
D= Dropped words or phrases T= Transported/inverted words or phrases E= Enunciate P= Paraphrasing L= Called line


